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Novel Color Processing Architecture for Digital Cameras with
CMOS Image Sensors
Chaminda Weerasinghe, Wanqing Li, Igor Kharitonenko, Magnus Nilsson and Sue Twelves
Abstract — This paper presents a color processing
architecture for digital color cameras utilizing
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
image sensors. The proposed architecture gives due
consideration to the peculiar aspects of CMOS image
sensors and the human visual perception related to the
particular application of digital color photography. A
main difference between the proposed method and the
conventional systems is the fact that color correction
module is located before the interpolation module.
Therefore, a method of performing color correction on a
color filter array (CFA) pattern is also provided in this
paper. The interpolation algorithm is especially designed
to solve the problem of pixel cross talk among the pixels
of different color channels. The algorithm separates the
green channel into two planes, one highly correlated
with the red channel and the other with the blue channel.
These separate planes are used for red and blue channel
interpolation. The implementation details related to
managing four color channel values is also described.
Experiments conducted on McBeth color chart and
natural images have shown that the proposed color
processing chain produces better quality images with
improved SNR.
Index Terms — color correction, color interpolation, color
processing architecture, pixel cross talk.
I. INTRODUCTION

In single sensor electronic imaging systems, scene color is
acquired by sub-sampling in three-color planes to capture
color image data simultaneously for red, green and blue color
components. Usually this is accomplished by placing a mosaic
of red, green and blue filters over a 2D single sensor array. A
method of arranging red green and blue pixels to form a
mosaic pattern (e.g. Bayer pattern) [1] is shown in Fig. 1.
One significant characteristic of this type of sensors is
horizontally adjacent pixels appear to contribute significantly
to the response of their neighbors. Some colors exhibit a large
variation between Gb and Gr values depending on the
dominance of B and R channel values. This discrepancy gives
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rise to a blocking effect on the color interpolated image, and
also spreading of false colors into detailed structures, due to R
and B channel induced errors. There is a need to correct Gr/Gb
discrepancy before further processing, in particular, due to the
fact that the result of color interpolation may be adversely
affected by the Gr/Gb discrepency.
The existing technologies suggest modification of the
captured green pixel values based on the adjacent pixel
gradient classifications [2]. However, this method can
seriously alter the captured scene information by way of
excessive smoothing. It is also undesirable to discard the
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Fig. 1. Color filter array with Bayer pattern.

captured green pixel information, which cannot be recovered
at a later stage in processing. The proposed method does not
discard any of the captured green pixel information. Instead, it
will create two green planes (i.e. Gr and Gb planes) by
introducing additional green pixel values based on the
neighborhood pixels. Due to the high correlation between RGr planes and B-Gb planes, the proposed method provides
more accurate scene information (i.e. edges etc.) from Gr and
Gb planes to R and B interpolated planes respectively.
Another method proposed comprise of applying a linear low
pass filter on 5x5 pixel neighborhoods to eliminate the
artifacts caused by the Gr/Gb difference [3]. However, this can
excessively smooth the edges and thin elements will be
removed from the scene. In order to sharpen the image, a
matching high pass filter will have to be used. However, this
can adversely affect the noise performance of the system.
II. PIXEL CROSS-TALK
There are several possible factors that may contribute to the
cross talk. Optically, light may pass through one pixel filter at
such an oblique angle that it strikes its adjacent pixels by the
time it propagates down to the sensor surface. Electrically,
sensor read-out circuits may allow for the signal read from one
pixel to influence the signal read from another pixel.
Architecturally, carriers generated by penetrating photons

0098 3063/05/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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under a pixel may diffuse to a nearby pixel depletion region
and can be collected by the nearby pixel. The depth by which a
photon will penetrate a silicon substrate before generating a
carrier is strongly wavelength dependent [4] and the longer the
wavelength, the deeper the penetration. As a result, the
diffusion causes a strong cross talk between the red pixels and
their Gr neighbors [5]. Color channel variation due to pixel
cross talk is illustrated in Fig. 2. The

f Gr (x) curve is usually

f R (x )

f (x )
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also important to keep the Gr and Gb channels separated until
the interpolation of R and B channels are completed to exploit
′′ (x ) and
the additional information provided by f R′′ ( x) = f Gr

′′ ( x ) relationships. When this is completed, the G
f B′′ ( x) = f Gb

channel can be estimated using f Gr (x) and f Gb (x) values,
compensating for the cross talk. Pre-compensating for pixel
cross talk in green channel as described in [5][6] eliminates the
opportunity to exploit the inter-channel relationships.
To reconstruct f G (x) from f Gr (x) and f Gb (x) , the error
in gradient between

f G (x) and the sampled f Gr (x) and

f Gb (x) is minimized, in order to guarantee that the sharpness

Pixel
Value

f Gb (x )
f Gr (x )

(x)

Fig. 2. Modelling of inter-channel cross-talk effect.

above the

f Gb (x) curve when f R ( x) > f B ( x ) , which is the

case for most colors, due to the high absorption of the blue
channel through the CFA. The

f Gb (x) curve is above the

f Gr (x) in many shades of blue.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the rate of change in gradients of
f Gr (x) and f Gb (x) correspond to that of f R (x) and f B (x )
respectively. This phenomenon can be exploited to preserve
details and reduce moiré artifacts along the sharp edges.
Therefore, the relationship between the color-channels due to
cross talk can be modeled as
′′ (x )
f R′′ ( x) = f Gr
(1)

′′ ( x )
f B′′ ( x) = f Gb

³

x

To solve Equation (4) further assumptions are required
about the G curve. Reasonable assumptions include the local
average of the G curve is close to either the Gr or Gb curve or
is between the Gr and Gb curves.
In the former case, Equation (4) can be solved subject to

f B (x )
Pixel Position

of the image is preserved [6]. Therefore, the optimization
criterion can be expressed as shown in Equation (4)
2
(4)
f G ( x) ∝ min 2∇f G ( x) − ∇f Gr ( x) − ∇f Gb ( x ) dx

(2)

Where f ′′(x ) represents the second order derivative.
Consider the following R – Gr line on the CFA,
f Gr (−2)
f R (−1)
f Gr (0)
f R (+1)
f Gr (+2)
The task at hand is the estimation of f R (0) under the

′′ (x ) at x = 0 . Using the second
condition that f R′′ ( x) = f Gr
order Laplacian gradients, it is easy to prove that

ª f (− 1) + f R (+ 1) º ª 2 f Gr (0 ) − f Gr (− 2 ) − f Gr (+ 2 ) º
f R (0 ) = « R
»+«
» (3)
2
4
¬
¼ ¬
¼

This result can be used to interpolate R and Gr channels in
the horizontal direction. However, if interpolation needs to be
performed in the vertical direction, this is impossible due to
the fact that no Gr values reside in the same vertical line as R,
and vice versa. Therefore it is necessary to estimate the
f Gr (x) values in the positions of f Gb (x) and vice versa. It is

f G ( x) = f Gr ( x)

(5)

f G ( x) = f Gb ( x)

(6)

Where f G (x) , f Gr (x) , and f Gb (x) are local averages
around x. In the latter case, Equation (4) can be solved subject
to

f G ( x) = ( f Gr ( x) + f Gb ( x)) / 2
(7)
The local average can be estimated from the neighborhood
of a pixel centered at x.
III. PROPOSED COLOR PROCESSING CHAIN
ARCHITECTURE
The proposed color processing chain is shown in Fig. 3. It
consists of the following modules:
(1) Pre-processing module: The green channel is split into
two planes, which separates the Gr and the Gb values. All
subsequent processing is carried out separately for the red
channel and the blue channel using the associated green
channel values from the GR plane and GB plane respectively.
(2) Color correction module: The color correction is
performed on the Bayer pattern using a neighborhood-based
algorithm.
(3) Color Interpolation Module: The interpolation algorithm
takes into account the correlation among the different color
channels
The advantage of this system is that it provides a better
quality output with minimum noise escalation using the
proposed architecture. However, the splitting of the green
channel into separate Gr and Gb channels create non-standard
interfaces between the various modules.
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A. Pre-processing Module
The proposed method employs a simple median filter
among the 4 Gr values and the single Gb value (see Figure 4)
to replace the existing Gb value. This creates a GR plane
which favours the R channel. However, B channel favored
image details can be lost in this process. It is important to
preserve the captured pixel values, and also avoid unnecessary
smoothing of image structures.Therefore, the process needs to
be repeated with the roles of Gr and Gb swapped, creating
separate GR and GB planes. It should be noted that in this
process, the captured green pixel values will always be
preserved in either GR plane or in the GB plane [7].

Bayer
pattern

Module

B
Gb
Gr

Color
Correction
Module

Color
Interpolation
Module

Bc
Gbc
Grc

RGB

B. Color Correction Module
Spectral sensitivity of solid-state color image sensors
usually differs from ideal color matching functions. To
improve the color reproduction accuracy, digital cameras
perform color correction. A widely used solution is to use a
3x3 color correction matrix with the coefficients optimized on
a number of color samples. Although this method achieves a
significant improvement in color rendering, it also amplifies
noise. Therefore, the noise level of the color-corrected images
becomes substantially higher. The proposed color correction
algorithm reduces amplification of the noise. As CMOS image
sensors are inherently noisy, this algorithm is especially
beneficial for use with such sensors [8]. The color correction is
often carried out using the following matrix:

− a12
a 22
− a32

− a13 º ª R º
− a 23 »» ««G »»
a33 »¼ «¬ B »¼

(8)

As shown in Equation (8), subtracting weighted values of
the other two channels performs the color correction for a
Gr
M ed ian
filte r

G r1

R

G r2

R
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B

Gb

B

Gb

B

G r3

R
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R
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B
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G R P la n e
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'
'
a11' = a11 − 1 , a22
= a22 − 1 and a33
= a33 − 1 .

G re
Gr

directly, for example,

Rc can be calculated as shown in

'
Rc = R + a11
R − a12 G − a13 B
(11)
Since the G channel is already separated in to Gr and Gb
channels, G is represented by G R when computing Rc , and

by G B when computing Bc
This color correction method uses three low-pass filters
(LPF) via averaging, to prevent noise amplification. It is well
known that a straightforward application of the LPF has a
negative impact on the image sharpness. This method avoids
this undesirable side effect of noise reduction by applying the
LPF in a non-conventional way. As a result, the blur
introduced by the LPF is naturally compensated through
combining data from several color channels. Thus, whilst
suppressing the noise, this method of color correction also
preserves the original sharpness of the images. Operating
directly on the Bayer pattern, the system processes three times
fewer samples than that of the interpolated image.
Since the average values can be calculated directly from the
Bayer pattern, color correction can be carried out prior to
interpolation. Fig. 5 shows the channel information available
for a 5x5 window on a Bayer pattern image. As can be seen,
in this particular window, there are 12 green, 9 red and 4 blue
values available for average calculations.
In this particular example, where an R-value is being
filtered, the G values would be obtained from the Gr plane
produced during the pre-processing stage. When a B value is
being filtered, the G values are taken from the Gb plane.
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Where

Equation (11)

Fig. 3. Proposed Color Processing Chain Architecture.

ª Rc º ª a11
«G » = «− a
« c » « 21
«¬ Bc »¼ «¬− a31

However, in the proposed color correction algorithm
formulated in Equation (10), instead of using the values of the
current pixels to make the adjustments, the average of the
various color planes in the neighborhood is used.
'
ª Rc º ª1 0 0º ª R º ª a11 − a12 − a13 º ª R º
»« »
«G » = «0 1 0» «G » + «− a
'
(10)
« c» «
» « » « 21 a 22 − a 23 » «G »
' »« »
«
«¬ Bc »¼ «¬0 0 1»¼ «¬ B »¼ − a31 − a32 a33 B
¬
¼¬ ¼
However, this calculation does not need to be performed

Rc

R

Preprocessing

particular channel. For example, red channel can be
corrected using Equation (9).
Rc = a11 R − a12 G − a13 B
(9)

G be
Gb

Gb
G be

G be
Gb
M e d ia n
filter

G be

G be
Gb

G be

4×B

G be

Fig. 4. Separation of green channel into the GR and GB planes.

Fig. 5. Average data from a 5×5 window on a Bayer pattern.
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C. Interpolation Module
There are two stages to the interpolation. Firstly, the
missing green pixel values for the GR and GB planes are
interpolated separately using a suitable interpolation algorithm,
such as bilinear interpolation with second order Laplacian
correction terms [9][10]. Secondly, the R and B pixels are
interpolated. High correlation between R-GR and B-GB planes
can be exploited to interpolate R and B channels to gain
additonal details. Therefore, R is interpolated using the edge
information of GR, and, B using GB. The color interpolated
image is composed using the R, B and average values of GR
and GB planes [7]. Complete block diagram of the proposed
interpolation scheme is shown in Fig. 6.

A. Memory Management
The separation of the green channel into two separate GR
and GB planes requires a total of 5 times the image size to
Green Plane
Estimation

Red Plane
Gr

R

Gr

Gre
Gr

R

Gr

R

R

B

R

BAYER
PATTERN

GR
INTERPOLATION

R
INTERPOLATION

COMPOSE RGB PLANES =R,

GB DATA

B

Color
Correction

GB
INTERPOLATION

B
INTERPOLATION

(GR+ GB)
2

,B

COLOR INTERPOLATED MAGE
I
Fig. 6. Block diagram of the proposed color interpolation method.

Four green pixels are used to decide whether to interpolate
in the horizontal direction or the vertical direction. It is
undesirable to interpolate across an edge because this would
have an effect of smoothing the edges and losing image
sharpness. Therefore, the gradient is checked between two
vertical green pixels and two horizontal green pixels and the
direction of the lowest gradient is selected. R interpolation is
performed using Equation (3). Similar equations are used for
interpolating B plane. Consequent to performing interpolation
on R and B, the G plane values are computed using the
available GR and GB values using the Equation (7).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of the algorithms described in section III
can involve three key efficiency measures:
(1) Memory management
(2) Generic implementation that deals with all four different
types of Bayer patterns
(3) Reuse of mean calculations on a GRBG block for color
correction.
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B
Gbe

Red Plane
Gbec Rc Gbec Rc Gbec
Gbc

Gbc

Gbec Rc Gbec Rc Gbec
Gbc

Gbc

Gbec Rc Gbec Rc Gbec
Color
Interpolation

Extra GB Plane

Grc Gri Grc Gri Grc

Gbec Gbi Gbec Gbi Gbec
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Gbi
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Gbec Gbi
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Fig. 7. Storage of GR and GB pixels in memory during color processing.

store the information: 1×R, 1×B, 3×G planes. However, this
extra memory requirement can be reduced, by using the fact
that both the GR and the GB planes only occupy half the space
initially until the interpolation phase.
Key for Fig. 7 is as follows:
Gr - green pixels on a Bayer pattern red row
Gb - green pixels on a Bayer pattern ‘blue’ row
Gre - estimated Gr pixels for ‘GR’ plane
Gbe - estimated Gb pixels for ‘GB’ plane
Gbc - original Gb pixels, which have been color corrected
Grc - original Gr pixels, which have been color corrected
Grec - estimated Gr pixels, which have been color corrected
Gbec- estimated Gb pixels, which have been color corrected
Gbi - interpolated Gb pixels
Gri - interpolated Gr pixels
Rc - color corrected red pixels
Bc - color corrected blue pixels
G - original green pixels
R - original red pixels
B - original blue pixels
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Fig. 7 shows how the GR and GB plane information is stored in
the red and blue storage areas respectively by using their empty
spaces during the pre-processing stage. When the color correction
stage takes place, the color corrected GR pixels are stored in the
green area whereas the color corrected GB pixels are moved from
the blue area to the red area. The reason for having to swap the
GB pixels over from the blue to red area is because the process of
color correction requires the pre-processed pixels prior to color
correction. Therefore, it is not possible to overwrite the values
whilst the correction is taking place.
During the interpolation stage, a new GB plane is used to store
the interpolated GB data. The original green area is used to store
the interpolated GR data. The red and blue areas are then free to
store the interpolated values for the red and blue pixels.
The advantage of this memory management scheme is that only
one extra image plane is required. In addition to this, the extra
plane is embedded within the interpolation algorithm and is not
necessary for any other stage.
GR/BG Pattern

j
i
0
1

0

1

G

R

G

R

C. Reuse of the statistical means on a GRBG block for color
correction
The color correction algorithm can be implemented more
efficiently by treating a GR/BG Bayer pattern block as a single
entity, see Fig. 9.
In this efficiency measure, the color correction algorithm
processes a GR/BG block altogether. This is accomplished by
using the same mean values to adjust each of the 4 color channels.
The mean values are calculated from the same 4×4 matrix as
shown in Fig. 9. By only having to calculate the mean values once
for each block, the color correction for four channel values can be
carried out in one pass, thus allowing much faster processing
speeds.
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GB/RG Pattern

Fig. 8. Different Bayer patterns within the GR pattern.

B. Different Bayer Patterns
The current implementation of these algorithms allows for the
four different types of Bayer pattern by using the fact that the GR
pattern contains the other patterns within it albeit offset by a row or
a column or both, as shown in Fig. 8.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, within the GR/BG Bayer pattern:
(1) The RG/GB pattern - the column starting point is offset by 1 (i
= 0, j = 1)
(2) The BG/GR pattern - the row starting point is offset by 1 (i = 1,
j = 0)
(3) The GB/RG pattern - both the row and column starting points
are offset by 1 (i = 1, j = 1)
In the implementation, all four Bayer patterns are dealt with by
reusing the code for a GR/BG pattern but by assuming offsets for
the starting row and column as indicated in the above list.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following results are included to illustrate the capability of
the proposed method in terms of, false color suppression, blocking
artifact reduction and visible noise suppression, compared to the
interpolation methods currently available [10]. It should be noted
that results are produced for the specific case of images captured
via a CMOS sensor with Bayer Color filter array (CFA). No
gamma correction has been applied to the processed images to
illustrate the performance of the proposed modules only. The
conventional color processing chain used for performance
comparison is shown in Figure 10.
R

Bayer pattern

Color
Interpolation
Module

B
G

Color
Correction
Module

RGB

Fig 10. Conventional color processing chain

In order to compare the two different architectures shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 10, same interpolation equations (i.e.
similar to Equation (3)), and same color correction matrix
coefficients are used. However, in the conventional
architecture, no Gr/Gb separation is performed.
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It was observed that, on average, there is 54% reduction of
false color values specially related to the green channel. This
is a significant improvement, since the human eyes are more
sensitive to the green channel. The processed images of the
McBeth Color Chart (shown in Figure 12) were used to derive
the above conclusion.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 11. Visual comparison in a typical smooth region: (a) processed
using a conventional CP chain; (b) processed using the proposed CP
chain.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 13. Visual comparison in a typical edge region with thin lines
(zoom x 4): (a) processed using a conventional CP chain; (b) processed
using the proposed CP chain.
(a)

False colors are detected using the deviation of each pixel
value from the specified value in terms of separate red, green
and blue channels. However, the false color reduction is not
only limited to smooth regions. As shown in Figure 13, image
areas with thin edges also benefit from the false color
reduction by the proposed algorithm. Images are zoomed (x 4)
to clearly show the relevant regions indicated by arrows.
A Quantitative comparison on signal to noise ratio (SNR) of
output images was performed using the McBeth Color Chart.
The results are shown in Table 1.
TABLE I
NOISE SUPPRESSION PERCENTAGE COMPARED TO CONVENTIONAL CP
CHAIN

Color

(b)
Fig. 12. Full processed images (640 x 480) used to compare image
quality: (a) processed using a conventional CP chain; (b) processed
using the proposed CP chain.

A visual comparison between images processed using
conventional and proposed color processing methods is
performed. Zoomed (x 2) relevant sections of the images are
shown in Fig. 11, whereas the full images (640 x 480 pixels)
are given in Fig. 12.

Red
Green
Blue

Noise Suppression
0.7% - 3.78%
42.1% - 64.8%
1.75% - 3.17%

Therefore, the proposed interpolation method suppresses
false colors both in smooth regions and in thin edge regions,
reduces blocking artifacts caused by Gr/Gb difference and,
significantly suppresses visible noise in the processed image.
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VI. CONCLUSION
A color processing chain in a single sensor color camera
using green channel separation was presented. Green channel
separation can be implemented with any interpolation scheme
utilizing edge sensing, pattern recognition or green plane
correction terms. The results indicate that the proposed method
minimizes blocking artifacts, false colors and visible noise,
producing general improvement on the image quality.
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